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Sunday, June 5, 1988 - 1:00 p.m. 
SEATTLE CENTER ARENA 
Commencement 
SEATTLE CENTER ARENA 
SUNDAY, JUNE 5, 1988 - 1:00 p.m. 
PROGRAM 
	
MUSIC 	 "anzona per Sonare No. 2" 
Giovanni Gabrieli 
"Intermezzo" from Music for Brass Instruments 
Ingoif Dahi 
"Contrapunctus IX" 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
"Heth sold ein Meisken garn om Win" 
Josquin DesPrez 






Emerald City Brass Quintet 
	
PROCESSIONAL 	 "Pomp and Circumstance" 
Edward Elgar 
HILDEGARD R. HENDRICKSON, Ph.D. 
Grand Marshal 
N. JEAN BUSHMAN, M.N. 
Mace Bearer 
JANE LAFARGUE, Ph.D. 
DAVID MADSEN, Ph.D. 
DANIEL B. MATLOCK, Ph.D. 





HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS 
RECIPIENTS OF HONORARY DEGREES 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS 
STUDENT SPEAKER 
PRESENTATION OF DEGREES 
REVEREND L. JOHN TOPEL, S.J., Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
ERIN SwEZEY, M.A. 
Director, Campus Ministry 
REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President, Seattle University 
MR. PAUL H0RIucHI 
Renowned Northwest Artist 
REATHA CLARK KING, Ph.D. 
President, Metropolitan State University 
MOST REVEREND RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN 
Archbishop of Seattle 
MOST REVEREND RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN 
SYLVIA ENID MooRE 
School of Nursing 
REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President, Seattle University 
REVEREND L. JOHN TOPEL, S.J., Ph.D. 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
FORMAL CONFERRAL OF DEGREES 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
REVEREND WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J., Ph.D. 
President, Seattle Universzty 
PRESIDENT'S AWARD 
EMERITUS RECOGNITION 
BENEDICTION 	 LAMMERT B. OTFEN, S.J., Ph.D. 
Member, Board of Trustees 
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, 
Seattle University 
RECESSIONAL 	 "Galliard Battaglia" 
Samuel Scheidt 
"Fanfare" for the Ballet La Pen 
Paul Dukas 
"Allegro vivace" from Four Outings for Brass 
Andre Previn 
"La Marche" 




Paul Horiuchi, you are an artist whose work has given us enduring expressions of beauty, strength, and joy. 
Appropriately called the master of the collage, you are an artistic innovator who has brought together an aesthetic 
sensibility which merges the cultures of East and West. 
Your striking vision is honored and celebrated worldwide, and today your paintings are represented in more than 2,000 
collections around the globe. 
It has been written that your paintings are "abstract expressionism, with poetic symbolism," creations "with depth of soul 
and sensitivity." Your art has brought us a new and unforgettable experience. 
Upon you, Paul Horiuchi, Seattle University proudly confers the degree, Doctor of Humanities, honoris causa. 
REATHA CLARK KING 
Reatha Clark King, you are an educational leader whose vision and commitment have given new hope to many 
As president of Metropolitan State University in St. Paul, Minnesota, you have built that institution into one of the most 
successful urban universities in the nation. Your efforts to guarantee educational opportunity for all stand as a reminder of 
our obligations to every citizen. 
Your distinguished career as a scientist, research chemist, college professor and university administrator reflects a common 
thread of accomplishment and excellence. Furthermore, you serve as a role model and inspiration for young people 
everywhere. 
All of us in higher education are indebted to you for your articulate and active leadership which is helping us to address 
the challenging educational and social issues of our time. 
Upon you, Reatha Clark King, Seattle University proudly confers the degree Doctor of Humanities, honoris causa. 
ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN 
Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen, you are a spiritual and pastoral leader whose life and work reflect the treasured 
Christian ideals of compassion and commitment. 
From the time of your ordination as a priest in Montana in 1946, you have served the Catholic Church as pastor, 
professor, college president, bishop and archbishop. In each role you have also served as an inspiration to the people of 
the Church and of the community. 
Your unwavering efforts to speak out for the ultimate value of human life and against all attacks on human dignity in all 
settings has brought vision and hope to thousands. 
Your spirituality has been a source of strength, of peace, of guidance and of enlightenment. 
Seattle University wishes to recognize your extraordinary dedication to the plight of the poor, the powerless and the 
underprivileged. It also wishes to recognize your role as the co-founder of the Institute for Theological Studies at Seattle 
University 
Upon you, Raymond G. Hunthausen, Seattle University proudly confers the degree, Doctor of Humanities, 
honoris causa. 
Four 
College of Arts and Sciences 
G. DAVID POLLICK, Ph.D., Dean 
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD 	 LAURA N. MARINONI 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's total 
contribution to academic life and is made by the department chairpersons and program directors of the College. The two 
volume compact edition of the Oxford English Dictionary is given as the award which honors the memory of Dr. Richard 
P. Hickey, professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the University from 1947 until his death in 1968. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
JAMES MARTIN ADAMS 
KERRI SUE ADAMS 
rnagna curn laude 
SARAH JEAN AIGNER 
IBRAHIM A. ALRAHB1* 
JOHN M. ALDERSON 
JEANNE ELLEN ANDERSON* 
MARISA KAY ARMSTRONG 
curn laude 
ANGELA BABCOCK 
GAIL JACQUELINE BINDER 
KAREN MARGRET BRANDVICK 
LAWRENCE R. BROWN 
TERENCE BERNARD BURNS 
cum laude 
THEODORE PATRICK BYRNE* 
DEANNE RENEE CAMPBELL 
SUKHBEER K. CHAWLA 
CHERYL LYNN Coop 
rnagna curn laude 
LORRAINE AMY Cox 
KAREN MELISSA CRAMER* 
AARON PAUL CROSErrI 
cum laude 
MARY MICHELLE CvrrKovlc* 
TERESA RENEE DELMISSIER 
ROBIN MARIE DENINI 
GLORIA S. DIAZ 
rnagna cum laude 
KAREN JOAN DIGI-ITMAN 
JEANNE ELAINE DRESSEL 
ANTHONY E. DWYER 
DAVID HARDY ELLINGER 
cum laude 
CLAIRE ANN ERICK.SON 
MICHAEL ESKRIDGE 
cum laude 
JAMES DWIGHT EVERETr 
JERRY JAMES EVERGREEN 
MARY AYLINE EVERSOLE 
HELEN MARIE FITZPATRICK* 
ADRIENNE V. FOREST* 
RUTH MARIE FRANCIS 
magna cum laude 
CATHERINE ELIZABETH FREITAG 
rnagna cum laude 
RUBY LEE GARDNER 
magna curn laude 
MONICA Jo GEI-IRTS 
JAMES RICHARDSON GEMPERLE 
STEVEN JOHN GIuNT0LI 
MAUREEN ELIZABETH GLUECK 
RAYMOND LOGAN GOETZ 
JILL CATHERINE GOLDEN 
MIRIAM LUCIA GONZALEZ-WHITE 
cum laude 
DOROTHY JENKS GOODWIN 
MARIANNE JUNKO GORMLEY 
VIRGINIA GRAVES GosS 
JENNIFER ANN GRATHWOL 
magna curn laude 
STACIA ALEXANDRIA MACINNES GREEN* 
VICKY ANN GREISEN 
CATHERINE HARLOW HALL 
MARGARET B. HALLt 
surnma cum laude 
KENNETH S. HAMMOND* 
CHRISTOPHER JAMES HARNISH 
LISA ANN HARRIS 
PETER KENNETH HAUGE 
surnrna cum laude 
KATHERINE HOPE HOFFMANN 
magna cum laude 
KAREN MARIE HOLLAND 
DAVID ALLEN HOLYAN 
cum laude 
TIMOTHY JOSEPH HUBER 
GEOFFREY JOHN HUDSON 
magna cum laude 
MOLLY ANN JACOBSON 
SHEILA ANN JACOBSON 
SUZANA JANKOVIC 
summa curn laude 
LINDA DAUBERT JOHNSON 
cum laude 
DAvID MICHAEL JORDAN 
JOHN EDWARD KAISER 
GEORGE G. KELLEY 
MEGAN A. KELLY* 
MARK F. KRAMER 
CAROL ANN KRANZ* 
JOSEPH RICHARD KREPEL 
cum laude 
MArl' GREGORY LABELLE* 
CHERYL ANN LAWS 
JOHN WILLIAM LENTH 
rnagna cum. laude 
JUDY ANNE LEWIS 
LYNNE JOHNSTON LIND* 
DEBRA LORIE 
JODY M. LYNN 
LIDIJA MAJDANCIC 
cum laude 
NANNETFE VALENCIA MANALO 
LAURA MARINONI 
rnagna curn laude 
BETH E. MAYERS 
GEORGE WASHINGTON MCCARROLL 
KIMBERLY MARIE MCCULLOCH 
magna curn laude 
STEVEN DAVID MCCULLOCI-I # 
sumrna curn laude 
CECILIA MARIE MCDONAGH* 
ANGUS DAVID MCDONELL 
inagna curn laude 
MICHELLE LIANE MCGRORTY 
JOHN WAYNE MCNEIL 
CATHERINE FORREST MEADOWS 
magna cum laude 
SAMUEL G. MEYER 
KYMBERLEY MICHELA* 
GREGORY G. MILLER 
cum laude 
#Two Baccalaureate Degrees Awarded 
	
tDegree Awarded Posthumously 
*participating 
 in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Five 
MELISSA LYNNE MILLER 
THEODORE JOHN MILLER 
magna cum laude 
COLIN MACKENZIE MITCHELL 
cum laude 
CASSANDRA JEAN MOFFIrr-TARLETON 
cum laude 
VICTOR HILL MORA 
magna cum laude 
CONSTANCE CATHERINE MORENO 
APRIL CHRISTINE MUILENBURG 
KATHLEEN MARTHA MULCAIRE 
CAROL JOAN MULLIGAN 
magna cum laude 
DAMON LAWRENCE NASMAN 
MATrHEW DOHERTY NOLAN* 
SHEILA IRENE O'BRIEN 
cuin laude 
MARTIN GEORGE O'MALLEY 
ELIZABETH ANNE OAKSMITH 
JEFFREY TAPPAN OSBORN 
surnma curn laude 
ANN PADGETr 
BELINDA YEN-FEN PAl 
SCOTF K. PARDIJCCI 
cum laude 
DAWN ANN PERRY 
magna cum laude 
RICHARD ALLEN PETERSON* 
TELA MARIE PETERSON 
ARDAVAN ASHRAFI 
PATRICIA TALCOTT BEAHAN 
DANIEL L. D'HEILLY* 
MEGGHAN MARIE DORLAND 
KAREN LYNNE POI.sGROvE 
magna cum laude 
BYRON ANTHONY POPE 
ALEXANDREA C. POWERS 
MORRIS MICHAEL RONES 
summa cum laude 
LESLIE ANNE RORTY 
RENEE ROSINSKY 
magna cum laude 
DONNA MARIA ROSKAM' 
STEPHEN JOHN ROSSANO 
magna cum laude 
PAUL RICHARD SAFSTROM 
summa cum laude 
BEATRIZ SOCORRO SALGADO 
RAELENE S. M. SAM 
LEO SANTIAGO 
KELLY CHRISTINE SCHREIFELS 
WALTRAUD P. SELVES 
CATHLEEN SHEA 
MICHAEL JOHN SHEEHAN* 
JEAN MARIA SHERRY 
magna cum laude 
TERESA ANNE SHIELD* 
KRJSTINA L. SIGLOH 
inagna curn laude 
SARA MARIE SLEBODNICK 
ANN-MARIE SMITH 
cum laude 
JANET JUANITA SMITH 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HUMANITIES 
MARIA BELL ELIASON 
PERRY JOHN ELSASSER 
MARTS LARS GOBINS 
magna cum laude  
MATrHEW JAMES SMITH 
cum laude 
WRIGHT NIELSEN SMITH 
SANDRA JANAE SPAETH 
DONNA SCHULTZ STIRTON 
PAMELA JOYCE SUMMY* 
BOONLERT SUREEPISARN 
ROD PATRICK SWEENEY 
SHAWN CLAYTON SWEENEY 
KATHERINE ANN SZYPERSKI 
magna cum laude 
VILMA JEAN TENNERY 
PATRICK JOSEPH TWOMEY 
cum laude 
KATHY ANNE UNGEMACH 
M. ELISE VANDENBERG 
TIMOTHY CHARLES VERHAREN* 
KIMBERLY ANNE VESNESKE 
LOMA LINDA WELTY 
TIMOTHY THOMAS WESTHOFF 
STEPHANI NOL WHEATt 
EDWARD GOODWIN WHITE 
magna cum laude 
HENRIErFA WILLAMS 
LISA DAWN WILLIS * 
JEFFREY ANDREW WORKSt 
MARY-JANE KELTNER WYETH 
STEPHEN WAYNE YOUNG 
MARY MICHELLE HARTWICK t 
JILL ELIZABETH JACOBI 
EDWARD THOMAS STRICKLAND 
NOLAN D. THOM 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
LORILEE ANN ASHCRAFF BARBARA A. HENDERSON 
PATRICIA ANN BETHARD magna cum laude 
magna cum laude DAVID MArFHEW HEIwu* 
DEBRA JEAN BRIGHT MARYA ROSEANNA KELLER 
TAMRA S. CAMPBELL ROBERT PIERCE KELLY 
JANINE MARIE GARCIA JOHN MARTIN KNAPP 
SUSAN LYNN GRUNERT* ANNE TRUAX KUEBLER 
KIRSTINA Jo HElM 
MARGARET COLLEEN LYNCHt 
ROBERT EARL MARTIN 
JULIE ANN MOLONEY 
MARl NIKI 
cum laude 
JANICE MARIE PARBERRY 
ALISSA CLARK PORTER 
ERIC MONTOYA REYES 
Six 
BACHELOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
TEVITA FEILOAKITAU 	 STEPHEN J. MORRISON 	 CONNIE MARIE SMITH 
DONALD B. KLEPSER 	 JOLEEN A. MURRAY 	 TERESA MARIE WELCH 
MIsINIMESE bANE LIULAMAGA* 	 KENDRA MARIE SELLS 	 VERNON W. K. WONG 
AVANULAS RENO SMILEY 
BACHELOR OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
EBRAHIM SAID ALRYAMI* PAUL ROMAN JOHNSON* VICKI LYNN NEWMAN 
GWEN R. BARRIOS* JEANErFE MARIE JONES LENGA THI PHAM 
MICHAEL ANTHONY BUCK* ZANE STEPHEN LOWERY* JOYCE TERRY REDMOND 
RAYMUND LUCAS FERNANDEZ CRAIG W. MACDOUGALL REEMA SHAWA* 
DEIDRE LYNNE GREEN PAMELA M. MILLER LORINE SINGLETON* 
PATRICK HANLEY CHINYERE A. NDUKA WILLIAM D. TEWS* 
EDWARD RUDOLPH HILL PAUL CLEMENT NEARY MARK MATrHEW TUOHY 
cum laude KEVIN L. WAKASA 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
CAROLE MCBRIDE SHUMWAY 	 ANN CATHERINE SZALDA 
magna curn laude 	 cun laude 
*participatirg in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Seven 
Albers School of Business 
HARRIET B. STEPHENSON, Ph.D., Interim Dean 
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD 
	 PATRICIA M. KEARNY 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Albers School of Business. Selection is based on academic excellence 
and contributions to the School, the University, and the community. The award is in memory of Paul A. Volpe, Dean of 
the School of Business from its inception in 1945 until 1961. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
IZZAT ABDUL MALEK* BRADLEY MCGILL COATS* KAREN HAUENSTEIN 
MULU B. ABERA MICHELLE PAMELA CONNELL cum laude 
MICHAEL ABREJERA LESLIE ANN COOLEY NORMAN GREGOR HAwKIN5* 
NORMA JEAN AGAR curri laude RALPH OLIVER HEIDE 
STEVEN MARTIN AKRE* JUSTINE MARIE COREY ROBIN MARY HEIDE 
WENDY TERESA MAY ALDRICH* PHILIP GORDON COUNTS ANNE B. HEINRICHS* 
TRACY PATRICK ALLEN* RICHARD JAMES CYSEWSKI SEAN J. HENDERSON 
MARILOU AMBAY ALVAREZ HERWANTO DARMA PATRICIA ANNE HERNANDEZ 
Guy CARL ANDERSON* DAVID WILLIAM DAUGHTERS* magna cum laude 
KURT JOSEPH ANDERSON SUSAN KIMBERLEE DEA RANDOLPH LEE HERREN* 
STEVE J. ANDERSON GORDON WILLIAM DEEDS DONALD LAWRENCE HEWITT 
WENDI FRASER ANDERSON L0RI ANN DELFEL JOHN WEBSTER HIBBARD 
LAI FEN Aw DONNA JEAN DEWALD KEVIN ANTHONY HOPPEt 
cum laude BRUCE BARTLETT DIBBLE SCOTT R. Homs* 
KEVIN RUSSELL BAILEY CARA DIKUN JANET HOYMAN 
SALMAH BAKAR RONNIE K. D0I* cum laude 
PAUL GERARD BAKER JAMES J DORE BETTY TRAN HUYNH* 
KELLY DOUGLAS BARBER MONIKA SANDRA DUJMOVIC DANIEL LANGFORD HYDE 
rnagna cum laude TRACY PHAM DUONG FAZIDAH IDRIS 
JAY WILLIAM BARKER IAN K. EISENBERG* STUART D. IsoN 
rnagna cU7fl laude THOMAS FREDERICK EISENHAWER* magna cum laude 
JOHN Scorr BARRACLOUGH CHRISTOPHER Scorr EKREN* DONNA LEE JAcOBS 
BLYTH ANN BENSHOOF LEIGH-ANN KAY ENG DARREN RICHARD JAMISON 
curn laude LOUISA GAY ERLENBORN JEAN JOHNSON 
DOLORES K. BLAS* curn laude cum laude 
PETER BOSCH MELANIE KAYE ESTEP PAUL VERNE JOHNSON 
SOUSSAN BRIGHENTI LITSA FAFOUTIS PAULA ANN JOHNSON 
SHELDON CAMRON BRUCE* MOUSSA DIAB FARHOUD* DAVID S. JONES 
PAUL NORMAN BUKOSKEY* WALLACE MARIO FITZGERALD DAVID ROBERT JOSLIN 
RUTH CECILIA BUNES FRANK ERIC FOY cum laude 
THEODORE PATRICK BYRNE* JENNIFER RUTH FREDERICKS JOHN W. KAMMERER* 
WILLIAM SHAWN CARLETON cum laude CHARLENE NOELANI KAUAHIKAUA 
cum laude RHONDA MAE FREED SYED AKBAR KAZIM* 
MICHAEL GERARD CARNEY* JOSEPH REYES GARCILA PATRICIA MARIE KEARNY 
JOHN TALBOrF CARROLL, JR.* BARBARA LEE GRACIA surnrna curn laude 
KIMBERLY KAY 
	
ARSBERG* CU7fl lal2de RAYMOND L. KEASEV 
PETER JOHN CARY ROBERT SPENCER GREATON* SAMUEL M. KEFEL 
CRAIG CAYTON CHRISTINA ANN GRIFFIN LINDA ANN KELLY 
FOSTER HAMMOND CHASE, JR. JENNIFER LEE GUTMAN atm laude 
WOK LIM CHENG magna atm laude SCOTT D. KENDALL 
SANG-HO CHO* JON-ANDRE HAGEN SUSAN LESLIE KENDALL 
DIANA CHOU FONG JODY ANN HALL ALICE MARIE KEYSER 
SUZANNE LYNN CHOUINARD ISAAC DEAN HANDALY magna atm laude 
GAIL CHRISTENSEN JD HARKINS JUANA KHALID 
LISA ANN CHRISTENSEN RAYMOND HAROUTOONIAN HTOO T. KHIN* 
Eight 
JOYCE KIYOKO KIKUCHI KIMBERLY LAURINE MOREHEAD CHERYL LYNN SKODINSKI 
CLARISSA H. KIM PAMELA ANN MORRIER* ANN MARIE SLINEE 
ELIZABETH SEARS KINCAID KIMBERLY MAGDELINE MUKHAR ANTHONY CHRISTOPHER SMITH 
magna curn laude summa cum laude WILLIAM P. STACK 
PAUL FRANCIS KIRBY CRAIG M. NANCE LAN SAU SY 
NOREEN KIYOMI KIRI0 ERIC JAMES NELSON cum laude 
TRESA LYNN KOHOUTEK TINA NGUYEN MICHAEL HIDEO TAKANO* 
MENG Hui KOK* MOTOTAKA NISHIMURA JANET EDLA TALVERDIAN 
GRETCHEN ANNE KURTH KATHERINE ANN O'LEARy* cum laude 
aim laude LAWRENCE MICHAEL OBERTO JAMES R. TARTE 
ANTHONY GERARD L'ESPERANCE NICHOLAS S. PARKER BERNARD S. TCHAO 
MA! HUE LAM NAINESII C. PATEL BRADLEY MARTIN THORDARSON* 
DEBORAH ANNE LARSEN NEIL MARTIN PEDERSEN TYE B. THORSON 
CHOU TART LEE KELLY LARAY PENCOSKE cum laude 
curn laude ROBERTA DONOVAN ANN PERRY DOUGLAS Scorr TIDWELL 
JILL KATHLEEN LINDEMAN rnagna Cu7fl laude PATRICIA MARIE TIMMONS* 
MARK IAN LITFLE DALE M. PETERSON EDHI SUDJATMIKO TJAHJADI* 
magna aim laude STEVEN LEROY PHINNEY CYNTHIA JEAN VACUUN 
ANGELA MARIE LOGAN JAMIE MICHELLE PIERCE* TERESA CAROL VAN ETFEN 
DAVID DUANE LOWELL BRUCE WAYNE POGSON RICHARD W. VAUGHN 
curn laude JOHN SHERIDAN PORTER aim laude 
EDMOND Y.W.LuI MARK ALLEN PORTIN MASATO WATANABE 
BRENDA LEE L!JKAS MARK JOSEPH REGIMBAL cuin laude 
CYNTHIA BALOG MAI-IOSKY TAMARA LOUISE REID JANET LEE WESTERMAYER 
THERESA CRUZ MARIANO GEORGE RUDCHENKO LARRY TALMAGE WILLIAMS 
NESTOR VILLACORTE MARQUEZ cum laude rnagna cum laude 
ROBERT F. MATHEWS CARROLL ELLEN RUETER MILLICENT RACHEL WILLIAMS 
JEROME ALAN MCCAMBRIDGE CU?fl laude PAMELA JEAN WINSHIP 
KEVIN JOHN MCCLUSKEY MANUEL EDURICE Riiiz GERARD ANDR WIRZ 
KRISTINE ANN MCKEE JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY SALLE cum laude 
ARMINDA ROSE MCLAUGHLIN* CHENELLE LYNN SCHAEFFER* PECK HAR WOO 
THOMAS ANDREW MELBERG JOHN PATRICK SCHLOTFELDT magna aim laude 
JOHN C. MELGARD CYNTHIA LEE SCHMITZ HARIJAH JACOB WOOD 
MICHAEL MILTON MERKEL DEATRA MARIE Scorr MARTIN WAYNE YAMAMOTO 
DAVID TYRUS MILES* MARY H. Scorr TODD MASATO YONEMITSU 
JASMINE MOKHTAR MAN HAR SEN MICHAEL SARKIS YOUSOOFIAN 
COLLEEN MARIE MONAGHAN LESLIE ANN SHER RICHARD ELLIOTT ZECH 
CAROLYN B. MOORE RENEE HAUNANI SHIMABUKURO PETER MICHAEL ZUEST 
RYAN ALLISON MOORE CAROL ANN SKODINSKI 
magna cum laude aim lautle 
BACHELOR OR ARTS IN ECONOMICS 
BERYL Y. ABE* RAYMOND IGNATIUS HOFFER MARK JOSEPH MURPHY 
KHALID SULAIMAN BAOMAR* AYUB EL-ABED KHALIFA THOMAS LIVINGSTON RODGERS 
THEODORE CHRISTIAN BAIZ KRISTINA MARIE LARSEN* BROOKE LELAND SHENFIELD 
ALLAN SCOTr BAKO RANDY D. LOUSBERG ANTHONY JAMES STEWART 
ELIZABETH LOUISE BUTLER SHIN MATSUBARA DJAYA SURYA 
DENIS PHILIP DENNEHY magna aim laude TIMOTHY ALOYSIUS SWEENY 
DI0sDADO NONOG FLORESCA KIMBERLY MARIE MCCULLOCH JOLANTA SZYMANOWSKA 
MARK WILLIAM HAHN magna cum laude IMAD RIAD TALEB* 
aim. laude AKIHITO FRANCISCO MISHIMA* ZACHARY Y. ZAKArII 
*panicipating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Nine 
School of Education 
JoHN J. GILROY, Ph.D., Dean 
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA AWARD 	 CHARLES WAYNE EVCHANER 
THOMAS P. HUDSON 
Awarded to the outstanding students in the School of Education by the Dean of the School. Selection is based on 
professional potential as evidenced by a high degree of success in student teaching, academic achievement and service to 
the University. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
MARY JOSEPHINE BUNGER 
	 LAURA ANNE HUBER 	 BRIAN LONELL LOCKHART* 
magna cum laude 	 THOMAS P. HUDSON 	 MICHAEL JAMES SWENSON* 
MAURA THERESA CLEVENGER* 	 summa curn laude 	 CYNTHIA J. WILEY 
JOHN MARTIN FRANK 
	 PEGGY J. KLOES 	 magna cum laude 
surnma curn laude 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
RODNEY CHARLES HARTr YVONNE LOWRIMORE* JANN RIKIE SAIKI 
magna cum laude TERESA A. MURDOCK SHEILA C. SisoN 
CARL RAYMOND JOHNSTON curn laude PATRICIA M. WATSON 
magna curn laude HOLLIS LOFSTROM NELSON* STOREY ANN WINDER-TILLMAN 
DELORA MARIE RUSSELL* 
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
MARYANN TERESA ALLEN ANNE MARIE GALLAGHER ALISON A. NIs5ING 
RONA LOUISE ANDERSON MAUREEN PATRICIA HARRIGAN MARK JOSEPH POWELL 
summa cum laude JILLAINE MAUREEN HENSEL magna cum laude 
CARRIE BADER LISA RENEE KALBFLEISCH GINA TERESA RAFFIS 
MARIA KATHERINE BORGERT EDMUND S. KEOUGH CUTN laude 
CARMENCITA RAMAC CATUNAO RENEE ANNETrE KERNS THERESA JOANNE ROACH 
TERESA FRANCES COCKBURN summa cum laude SUZANNE YVONNE ROBERSON 
cum laude LISBETH ANN LABELLARTE NANCY J. ROBERTSON 
CANDACE MARIE DAVIDSON magna curn laude CYNTHIA LEIGH SlIsco 
CHARLES WAYNE EYCHANER KEITH DAVID MCHENRY PAULA JEAN SQUIERS* 
magna cum laude MOLLY HELEN MozzoNE* CELIA ROWENA SULLIVAN 
KRISTIN LOUISE FRANCISCO* cum laude 
*participating 
 in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Ten 
School of Nursing 
KATHLEEN E. KORTHUIS, Ph.D. R.N., Dean 
SISTER MARY RUTH NIEHOFF AWARD 	 GAYLE MARIE BASARABA 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the School of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student's academic 
achievement, excellence in Nursing, and participation in school and community activities, which honors the memory of 
Sister Mary Ruth who was Dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
ELIZABETH A. ALLEN 
GAYLE MARIE BASARABA 
ANGELA M. BIBEAU 
KAREN ELISE BODEN 
cum laude 
CARLENE MARIE B0TKIN 
THERESE MARIE CHAPMAN 
DEBRA L. CORDES 
WENDY ST. JOHN DEDIUCK 
JANICE ANNE DEVINE 
EDITH HERNCNDEZ DUVALL 
PATRICIA KAY EIDEM 
LISA J. ESPEY 
cum laude 
MADELYN BALISACAN FIESTA* 
CHERI Lee FRYE 
cum laude 
THERESA B. FULLO 
JANICE IRENE GULLY 
CYNTHIA ANN HAMMER 
cum laude 
CINDY M. HENS0N 
cum laude  
ROBYN LUISE Ho 
LAUREL EMELIA HRABETIN 
magna cum laude 
SANDRA GALE JOHNSON 
magna cum laude 
RONNIE JEAN KATZ 
magna curn laude 
KAREN SUE KELLY 
magna cum laude 
EMMA JANE KRAEMER 
L0RI JULIA KRAYER 
CATHERINE FORD MACFARLAND 
BARBARA ANNE MARTIN 
SYLVIA ENID MOORE 
ANDREA NEKROSIUS 
JUDITH M. NELSON 
NANCY LEE NELSON 
ANNErrE MARIE OLIVER 
PEARLE T. PEROS* 
WINIFRED ANN REDMAN 
magna cum laude 
MARGARET LYNN RUSSELL 
CAROL JEAN SAMS 
cum laude 
DONNA MARIE SCULLY 
LYNDA MARIE SHERIDAN 
CATHERINE ANNE SHULTZ 
CHRISTINE MOUNT SWENSON 
Ti FFANY C. TACrAY 
cum laude 
ANDREW LLOYD TURRINI 
LEONA G. TWINER 
KATHRYN KAE VAN VALKENBURGH 
magna cum laude 
ANN JEAN VERHOFSTADT 
magna cum laude 
THOA K. VU* 
HUNG YEE LEE WAGNER 
cum laude 
ELLEN MARGARET WARINSKY 
WENDY MAUREEN WEIR 
cum laude 
GAIL N. WHITESELL 
REBECCA LEE WISENER 
*participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Eleven 
School of Science and Engineering 
TERRY J. VAN DER WERFF, D. PHIL., Dean 
REVEREND EDMUND B. MCNULTY, S.J. AWARD 
	 LINDA S. BENDER 
Awarded to the graduating engineering student judged as typifying the qualifications of scholarship, leadership, dedication 
and inspiration of Father McNulty, founding Dean of the School of Engineering at Seattle University. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
SUPRIATNO AGUS 
	 DOUGLAS KING 
	 JOANNA ATKINS RIEGER 
MONTSERRAT FNcIsco ANULACION 
	 WILLIAM ANGUS MCDONALD, JR. 
	 cum laude 
MATFHEW ALLAN BURRELL 	 curn laude 	 STELLA WAUDEAN THOMAS 
magna cum laude 	 DANIEL ERICH NADIG 
	 ROBERT ARTHUR WILSON 
SHUK CHING CHAN 
	 magna cum laude 	 cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
KEITH NEAL 	 MARY K. NICKMAN 
	 ALISON LYNN SHIGAKI 
SON LINH NGUYEN 	 cum laude 	 LYONEL PAUL SHINE 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY 
NINA DARA DEBOO 	 BRIAN CHARLES PUNCOCHAR 	 CYNTHIA STEVENSON 
JOSEPH T. SHARPE, JR. 	 cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY 
FARZAD ASKARI* 	 PETROS GHERMAY* 	 KEVIN LEE STILLMAN 
GREGORY A. PETERSON* 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
MICHAEL EMMETr DAHLEM ELLEN MARGARET GULDAHL ANDREW PATRICK MARSHALL 
REGAN MARSHALL DAVIS TIMOTHY DAVID HUME MARK DANIEL MURPHY 
MARK ROBERT DORSEY KAREN EVALINE IRBY* JEFFREY ALLAN REMILY 
JEFFREY JOHN DRAGOVICH MOHD. SATIMIN. ISMAIL cum laude 
curn laude LARRY EDWARD JARAMILLO RANDALL LEE RICHTER 
GREGORY DON EBE cum laude 
*participating 
 in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Twelve 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL CHEMISTRY 
CLYDE B. ALLEN 	 THEODORE FRANKLIN PILOT 
magna cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
CLYDE B. ALLEN 
	
TINA LYNN LEWIS 
	
SON LINH NGUYEN 
ERIC A. BREHM 
	 Scorr ALLEN MCDONALD 	 cunz laude 
JULIE MARIE BRUNS 	 KORY CHARLES SROCK 
GEORGE I. KING 	 TIMOTHY MULDOON WARD 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND 




CAROLYN YUKIKO MIYAKE 
JENNIFER MARIE BRADY* 
	
curn laude 	 DOLLY KAB HYMN NG* 
WARREN KRUSE GOLDEN 
	
HEIDI SACHIKO MAEDA* 
	
VIcKI LYNN OTFMAN* 
JEANNIE MARIE JOYCE 
	
ANN KATHLEEN MCMICHAEL 
	
LAURA LEE SULLIVAN 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
MOHAMMAD BIN ABDUL GHALIM 
CUrn laude 
WILLIAM MARK ACHESON 
ALl HUSSAIN AL-KHALIFA 
HOK LING Au 
cum laude 
STEVEN J. BAI.DWIN 
summa cum laude 
FLORDELISA C. BALIcOCO 
CHRISTOPHER JAMES BARKER 
magna cum laude 
LINDA S. BENDER 
ma gna cum laude 
GINEITE DANuELLE BER05IK* 
BRIAN JOSEPH BORTH WICK 
JAMES EUGENE BROSSARD 
MICHAEL CIACCIARELLA 
STEVEN MANG DANG 
Scorr EDWARD DEMERS 
PETER THUY Do* 
THOMAS JOHN GRE! YE 
THOMAS R. GUICHARD 
CI.ARK R. HATAISHI 
MOHD. ZAKI BIN Hj ZAKARIA 




DAVID WILLIAM JOHNSON 
ALLYSON KEOPUOLANI KAAI 
MICHAEL WAI-HUNG KONG* 
MARKUS PAUL KoRo 
rnagna cum laude 
ANN QUANG LE 
KAHSIEW LOKE 
cum laude 
JOHN TIEN CONG Luu 
RICHARD EDWARD MAHONEY 
curn laude 
BRIAN THOMAS MARLEY 
magna cum laude 
JOT SINGH MCDONALD 
cum laude 
AMIR H. MEMARAN-DADGAR 
sum ma cum laude 
FERMIN MUNOZ* 
RONALD JAMES Novrro 
SAMOK S. OUCH 
cum laude 
TAD G. PAPINEAU 
DAVID EUGENE PATZWALD 
VERNON AARON PERRYMAN 
TIMOTHY MILES PFAHL 
TRI THE PHAN 
DAVID BRUCE RICHMOND 
magna cum laude 
MICHAEL EUGENE RILEY 
MARK JOSEPH ROONEY 
JEROME MITCHELL Roos 
cum laude 
JEFFREY CRAIG SANDERS 
cum laude 
SHUHAIMI BIN SHAMSUDDIN 
LAWRENCE JOSEPH SHERWIN 
magna cum laude 
GEORGE W. STONE 
cum laude 
BILLY W. K. TAM 
THOMAS JOSEPH THATCHER 
suinma cum laude 
DE MANH TRAN 
MICHAIL DIMITRIOU TSALIDIS 
*participa ting 
 in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Thirteen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE 
ROMULO YUMOL ALMEDA, JR.* STEPHEN COLBERT GIBB0Ns* JOHN JOSEPH SCHWAB 
KENNETH MARSHAL BREBNER, III 	 PETER DANIEL JuRIsIcH cum laude 
DANIEL JOSEPH CARUFEL DAVID HALLOCK ROBINSON LITA NAOMI SUAFOA 
MEGAN M. CRosGRovE* summa cum laude MICHAEL THOMAS SWAYNE 
LUTHER JEORGE DALY* STEVEN MARK VUKELICH* 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION 
RICHARD GUNNAR ARMSTRONG* EMMELINE SARAH SANGER QUYEN THI LE TRAN 
KIM THI Do LAURA ANN STROH LYNNE CARMEL URLACHER 
REBECCA ANN GARBER TAINA LAURELLE VALONE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS 
JENNIFER AusoN GALBRAITH 
	 WILLIAM ANGUS MCDONALD, JR. 
	 ANN MAUREEN PETERSON 
magna curn laude 	 curn laude 	 cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
OLWY ADHYAP 
MOHD. SHAIBI AHMAD HIJAzI 
MARWAN M. AL-HAMMADI 
WILLIAM ROBERT BALOGH, JR. 
Scorr L. BEAR* 
BRIDGET MARY BREWER 
RANDALL PATRICK BRITrS* 
CLARENCE EUGENE CARPENTER, JR. 
JON KENT CHANDLER 
THAY KIM CFIHENG* 
KELLY CHRISTINE DAVIS 
MICHAEL PAUL FEIDER* 
LINDA BETH GARMANIAN 
HARIANTO HAMID* 
MITCHELL RYAN HAYES 
ANDREW JAMES HOGENSON 
cUrn laude 
DAN JEFFREY HOLIDAY 
RICHARD T. HUTMACHER 
ALEX IRWANTO* 
STEVEN RICHARD JOHNSON 
SARAH CHRISTENSEN JOKELA 
cum laude 
JON POWELL KIPP 
ROCKE ROBERT KOREIs 
DANIEL GERARD LAVALLEE 
MICI-IELE GREGORIO LETIZIA 
DEBORAH LUCILLE LIMB 
magna cuni laude 
MARK STEVEN MCCUTCHEN 
MUHAMMAD FAIZ MOHMAD AZZAHARJ* 
REID RIKIO NABARRETE 
J ALAL BIN PARMAN 
SHAWN LEE PHILLIPS 
KENT RYAN PRESTON 
JOSEPH BERNARDO PRIcco 
BRETI- MAXWELL ROBBINS 
LANCE WILLIAM ROBBINS 
ALl SANAIE 
BRIAN ROY SHELDON 
ROBERT LEE SIMPSON 
PAUL MATI'HEW ST. PIERRE 
MATFHEW ROBERT TAVARES 
MICHAEL TIMOTHY TOWEY 
MARK C. VARNEY 
HANOTO WIBISONO 
Scorr ANTHONY YURCZYK 
YOUNG LYUL ZEON 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS 
KEITH EDWARD BRAINERD 	 CARLO CARACCIOLI III 	 RONALD EDEN CODY 
magna cum laude 	 VERNON AARON PERRYMAN 
*pjticipating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Fourteen 
Matteo Ricci College II 
BERNARD M. STECKLER, Ph.D., Dean 
MRC AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE 
	 ALICE M. KEYSER 
Awarded to the student who most closely realizes the MRC ideal; one who marvels at the wealth of human experience yet 
wonders at its meaning; is open to diverse explanations yet demands critical reflection; acknowledges any truth yet 
questions its value and relevance; serves the human community yet asks whether its values accord with the continuing 
revelation of the divine to humanity. 
JAMES MARTIN ADAMS 
ROMULO YUMOL ALMEDA, JR.* 
Guy CARL ANDERSON* 
NANCY BORROWS-MACKENZIE 
SUZANNE LYNN CHOUINARD 
RAYMOND THOMAS COLLERAN, JR.* 
PAMELA JEAN COMSTOCK 
ANA MARIE CROWLEY 
rnagna cum laude 
DENtS PHILIP DENNEFIY 
RICK JOSEPH DIEDRICH* 
IAN K. EISENBERG* 
NORYS GONZALEZ 
KRISTIN ELIZABETH HICKMAN 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
RAYMOND IGNATIUS HOFFER 
STEPHEN JEROME HUEFFED 
ANGELA LESLIE INOUYE 
SUZANA JANKovIc 
summa cum laude 
PATRICIA MARIE KEARNY 
summa cum laude 
ALICE MARIE KEYSER 
inagna curn laude 
BRIAN JON LENNON 
JOEL MICHAEL MARQUEZ 
MARY JOYCE MCDOWALL* 
KYMBERLEY MICHELA* 
KEITH NEAL 
MARTIN GEORGE O'MALLEY 
TROY THOMAS ORA 
ANN PADGETT 
INGRID ANN PEDERSON* 
TRACEY ELOYSE RICE 
JOHN JOSEPH SCHWAB 
curn laude 
CATHLEEN SHEA 
ALISON LYNN SHIGAKI 
MICHAEL HIDEO TAKANO* 
MARK VICrOR WARNICKY 
PATRICK JOSEPH WOLFROM 
*participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Ffleen 
Graduate School 
EDWARD J.JENNERICH, PH.D., Dean 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
BRIAN COLE BOASE 	 PATRICIA LYNN PEDEGANA 
	 DEBRA REN-ETrA SULLIVAN 
BEVERLY C. GREENBERG 	 DARCELL ANN SLOVEK-WALKER 	 SHELLEY BAKER WHITE 
JULIE 0. HUTCHESON 	 JOHN WILEY SPIERS 
	 BARBARA CAMILLA ZICK 
MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY 
ALETA GAYLE BRUNKEL PAULA MARY FROUDE STEPHEN H. O'NEIL 
SUSAN ELIZABETH BUTLER MARGARET ALICE GRAYBILL SUSAN MARTA POSTEL 
EMILY MONNETF DAVIES BENJAMIN GERALD HARTOG JUNE HOWE SANDRICH 
LYNNE BRYANT DOWDY JAMIE JOHNSON PIERRE JOHN SAVIERS 
PATRICIA A. DRUMMOND CAROL SIDELL MICHEL MARGUERITE CLARE WYMAN 
DAVID ROBERT ESKRA 
MASTER OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
MICHAEL G. BARRON 	 KATHERINE G. CARLISE 	 DEBORAH ANNE GANZKOW 
VIRGINIA ANNE BUCKLEY 
	 LAURIE A. DAVIESS 
	 ROBERTA DEE MCKINNEY 
PATRICK DYMOND 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
STEVE K. AAGARD TERESA J. CLARK STEVEN D. GARRISON 
LORETrA ROSARIO ALMA JOSE BRAD B. COVEY THOMAS P. GEMMELL 
ELOISA ECHAZABAL ALVAREZ STEVEN ARTHUR COWMAN KATHERINE THERESE GIBSON 
ERIC W. ANDERSON ROBERT G. CROMWELL EDWARD TAYLOR GRAHAM 
MARY SUSAN ARAKI joy ALLISON DANIELS ERNEST ROBERT GRANFELT 
BRAD LEE ARBAUGH MICHAEL JOHN DENTON SUSAN COLBURN GRAY 
LYNN MARIE ATCHLEY MARE BRIAN DILAURO TERRENCE WESLEY GRAY 
CATHLEEN BARMEIER SCOTT MURRAY D0TT GARY GLENN GREMBOWSKI 
JILL A. BAUM KATHERINE MARIE DOWNEY JULIE R. GREUSS1NG 
DAVID ALBERT BEHAR CAROL ELIZABETH DOWNS GARY MICHAEL GRIMSBY 
ROBERT ALEXANDER BERNDT HUGO ANTOON DRAYE MARILYN A. GROCE 
JAMES CAMERON BINCHAM PATRICIA EiLEEN DUFFEE DEANNA K. GROSS 
JUDITH NAOMI BLINDER PHILIP A. ERICKSON SCOT ALAN GLJDCER 
KELLI LYNN BoNo LANCE RONALD FINLEY Joy M. GUILLAND 
PAUL BOYD BOORMAN LINDALL EUGENE FISHER SUDHIR KUMAR GUPTA 
GARY B. BROC Guy CHRIsTIAN FLY MARY V. GUSTAVESON 
JANE ANN BRYSON ALAN FRANCIS FUKUSHIMA SUSAN VANLOM GUTGESELL 
SHARON ELIZABETH CARTER KATHY BERNADETFE GAINES ROBERT W. HAGER 
BRIAN HARRY CARTWRIGHT GERALD LUKE GALLAGHER MICHAEL GLEN HANKS 
MARY MOYER CHAPPRON ALAN D. GAMMEL STANTON PAUL HARDING 
LINDA M. CHRISTENSEN RICHARD K. GARDNER COLLEEN MARGARET HARDY 
Sixteen 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
BRADLEY RAINES HARLOW DEBORAH K. LOHSE BRIAN LEE SANDELIUS 
RONALD LESTER HARTMAN BARRY MICHAEL LOMBARD STEPHEN WILLIAM SANTI 
DAVID WARREN HASSTEDT HO-KWONG MAN DANIEL KENNETH SHAW 
KENNETH ARTHUR HAUGE CATHERINE MARY MARTIN ANN MAILE SIDDONS 
DIANNE MARIE HAYDEN ARNOLD HERBERT MAYER JACK LEE SIEMERING 
JEFFREY ALLAN HAZELTON CAROLYN MAE MCCARTHY DANAE CERISE SMITH 
PATRICIA SIPES HEDGES MARK EDWARD MCCULLEY LARRY ALAN ST. CLAIR 
THOMAS A. HENDERSON NANCY ANNE MCDONALD JOHN AXTON STAIGER, JR. 
WARD DENNIS HENNEBERRY RICHARD H. MCDONALD STEVEN NEIL STEWART 
JAMES HART HIGMAN CHARLES M. MEYER JOHN ALLEN STIRLING 
L0RI LYNN HILL DONALD LEE MEYER STEPHEN E. STRAND 
CRAIG RICHARD HOPKINS Scorr R. MITCHELL ROBERT J. STUMPF 
DAVID MURREL HURT KWAI-PUI BILL MOK BRADLEY ALEN STURGILL 
NEIL WILLIAM JACKSON MICHAEL ELLIS MONK DALE PATRICK SWANSON 
SUSAN B. JACOBS KATHLEEN ANN MOSSING STEVEN RAY SWOPE 
RANDY L. JENSEN THOMAS S. MOYNIHAN JANICE FUMIE TAKAMINE 
CAROL ANN JOHANSON MARLENE DEE NELSON SHUNSUKE TAKANO 
GLENN EDWARD JOHNSON BARBARA ANN NEVERS BARBARA TENNEY 
ROBIN ELIZABETH JOHNSON RAY BROCK NICHOLS BRIAN DEAN THIE 
RAYMOND EUGENE JONES TIMOTHY R. O'HARA Scorr BYRON THOMAS 
THOMAS PATRICK KELLEHER JAMES RAYMOND OHLFS TIMOTHY DEUSCHER THOMPSON 
MARY ANN KELSON ROBERT Roy PANKL PAUL THOMAS THRONSON 
CARLENE DENISE KENDALL RICHARD ALAN PANES RANDY JOHN TINSETH 
INYUL KIM TERRANCE JOHN PARKER CAROLYN TOLY 
REBECCA READA KNOWLES STEVEN DOUGLAS PATRICK MAKIKO IWASA TONG 
STEVEN CARL KNUDSON FRANK RALPH PEAK RUTH ELLEN VALINE 
DOUGLAS GORDON KOSS KIMBERLEY OSBERG PETERSON JANET LEE VALLUZZI 
MICHAEL 0. KOURA JOHN ROBERT PHILBECK CAROLYN A. VAN HORNE 
PAUL MICHAEL KOWALSKI JUDITH ANN PHILLIPS JEFFREY JOHN VER WET 
ANDREA CLAIRE KRISTOF JAN15 LYNN PIKAL CHRISTINE ANN MCDONALD COLLIER 
JEAN C. KROST CATHERINE JEAN PITrS VOGEL 
STEWART RAYMOND KUEHNE KATI-II SUE PLOEGER SUSAN PArr WEIR 
BART ANTHONY LAGUARDIA THOMAS ROBERT PRENGUBER GAIL A. WILLIAMS 
JAMES DOUGLAS LAIItD ROBERT DANA PRESTON WILLIAM TED WILSON 
ROBERT K. LAIRD DOUGLAS ARTHUR QUINNELL DOUGLAS C. WISDORF 
JANET TINCHI LAM-ROGERS LYNN MARIE RAMBALDINI JOHN K. WOON 
DANIEL C. LAYMAN PENNY JANE REMPFER EUGENIO Wu-Woo 
BEDFORD GLENN LEDBETFER JAMES PHILIP RHODES CAROL E YAMADA 
RAYMOND KIRK LEE ROBERT WILLIAM ROY AMIR Y. YAZDANI 
MAUREEN TRESSEL LEWIS MATH-JEW CARL RUDOLF BRIAN CARL ZARTNER 
GREGG ALLEN LIES JULIus BENJAMIN SADILEK, JR. 
CHRISTOPHER ALAN SALES 
MASTER OF COUNSELING 
RICHARD E. BIRD MARTHA E. CRITES SARA EMILIE NAWROT 
MELANIE LYNNETFE BROWN GINGER MAY DOLLARHIDE NANCY ELLSWORTI-I PETERSON 
SHAWN SHARON BROWN HOLLY KAY HELMER SARAH FRANCES RUTHERFORD 
JULIA SUE BUSCH KAREN JEAN HICKEY COLETrE DARLENE WARDELL 
MARY ELIZABETH CAIN DENISE MARIE KROUSE JEAN WILLIAMS 
ROSEMARY CAREY NORMA MARIE MORRISON CLARISE WIRTH 
Seventeen 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
JONATHAN LEE ARNHOLD JOANNE LOUISE HJORT CATHERINE MCNIEL REDMAN 
CATHERINE LUCILLE BENSON GARY LEE JENNINGS VALERIE ANNE RITCHIE 
KERRY SULLIVAN BURROWS CONSTANCE R. JONES LYNDA ANN ROYCE 
MARY-LOUISE COLWELL KAREN LYNN KEARNS ANNETFE BUDER SANBURN 
KATHLEEN MARY COWIN WENDY ANN KENNEDY RICHARD WALTER SANDSTROM 
PAMELA RAYNES DAVIS KAREN SUSAN LINDEMAN KENNETH TODD SHORE 
JULIE THENELL GRASSESCHI GERALD JOHN LOVCHIK KATHERINE VANGAVER 
SUSAN JANE BARELLO GRONLUND PATI-Y JOYCE MATSUMOTO TERRY LEE VERMILLION 
LINDA K. HADERLI JOHN ROBERT MEJLAENDER CONSTANCE AGATHA WALKER 
JOAQUENIA SHAW HEINRICH DONNA LEE MESSINA JANET KAY WILEY 
MARILYN J. RAMET 
MASTER OF MINISTRY 
RICHARD JOSEPH BRONSON JAYNE WINIFRED HARDY CHARLES K. OYABU 
MARTHA MARY CARPENTER THOMAS MICHAEL HEINLE SISTER GLADYS LEONTINE REISENAUER 
DOROTHY JEAN CASEY, S.C.L. GERALD LEO KAPPA VICKI JANE ROBERTS 
ROSEMARY CAMPBELL CHRISTILAW SUE ALQUIST KOEPP MICHAEL MIRIAM TRUAX 
SUSAN E. DAVIDSON VIRGINIA CHRISTINE KRESEK JAMES PETER VACCA 
JOAN NE BONITA DEHMER ANN MARIE MANDERSCHEIDT PAULA Jo VUKMANIC 
DELIA GOMEZ SISTER MARY Jo MCDONALD ROBERT T. WADDINGTON 
DAVID J. HAAS MARY GLARE MCQUADE MARY ANNE WITFMAN 
PEDRO ANTONIO MELENDEZ 
MASTER OF PASTORAL MINISTRY 
MARY PAULINE COSTELLO ANNE-MARIE FONS ANN KOLASINSKI PERRY 
MARC SHIELDS COUSIN EALT BENJAMIN GERALD HARTOG PRISCILLA STORK 
MARGARET MARY CUSHMAN DEBORAH A. LELINSKI JEANNE MARGARETFE STORMS 
JEAN CAROL EDERER ELIZABETH HONOR LOVE MELANIA R. WELLER 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
ALICE JEANETFE ARCHIBALD SUSAN LYNNE COUPE LESTER T. MCCABE 
Roy FRANKLIN ATWOOD III SHARI L. DAY PATRICIA SUE MCKNIGHT 
CHRISTINE A. BARTL EVELINA FIGUEROA HINOJOSA ANN-MARIE MITROFF 
MELORA ANNE BATFISTI MAUANPONG JUNTOPAS CAROLEE MARLA PEYCHEFF 
ANDREW NICHOLAS BODNAR PATRICIA MASSEY KILE PATRICIA LOUISE SIGLER 
LORIANE E. BROWN MIKE RICHARD LOFTHUS TERRIE B. WARD 
DIANE K. BURGHER CLIFFORD JAMES LOUIE MARTIN LEE WILKINS 
DIANNE VIRGINIA CHURCH LOIS M. LUSSIER KATHLEEN MARIE WOLF 
TINA COHEN MICHAEL JOSEPH LYNCH NANCY RUBY YEE 
MASTER OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
JOAN KATHERINE BURNS 	 PETER EDWARD MARTIN, JR. 
	 DANIEL DESMOND STEWART 
MICHAEL WILLIAM HERB 
	 GERALD EDWARD PIETERSE 
	 DOLORES LAMB WISMER 
KATHLEEN V. LANDREVILLE 
Eighteen 
MASTER OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
DENISE SUSAN ALIX DAVID RAY HOLT MARK E. POLHAMUS 
DANE RANDAL ANDERSON KAREN ELAINE HORNER DANIEL GEORGE RILEY 
RICHARD LELAND BAKER JAYE A. JARCHOW CYNTHIA RUTH ROBERTS 
CATHERINE DIANE BASS DAVID B. JOHNSON MICHAEL E. SCHMALTZ 
DAVID ALBERT BEHAR CONRAD ERIC KIMBALL KENNETH EDWARD SHAFFER 
JAMES LEE DAILY FLORENTINO L. KIMP0 JOSEPH MICHAEL SHERMAN 
PATRICIA ANN DAVIS REED WILLIAM LANGDON SYLVIA A. SHIROYAMA 
RANDALL Ross EDICK SEAN RYAN MCCONNEHEY NATHAN SCOrr SHUBAT 
BRIAN KING GAUGER WAYNE BROWN MCDONALD RICHARD B. SIEK 
STEPHEN G. GIBSON LAURA A. MEADOWS WILLIAM FREDERICK STACY 
RAth. A. GOMEZ ZEPEDA JAMES JEROME MEWES GREGG ALLEN VERMILLION 
LINDA S. GREEN ROBERT CLAUDE Morr SHERRY DALE WYSONG-LUKE 
PAMELA P. HATCH CLIFFON Q. NAUGHTON GARY DEAN ZIELKE 
MASTER OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING 
ROOZBEH BAHARMAST SEBASTIAN NNAJIOFOR EZENWOYE JOSEPH JAMES PRALL 
MICHAEL TODD DAMEN BRUCE JOHN GASPER ANDREW JAMES ROBINSON 
JAMES VINCENT DEVANY DAVID E. LEE ALIREZA SHAHINFARSHCHI 
RICHARD EVAN DUNCAN HAMID NOURI ERIC CARL ZUBE 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
SHIRLEY ELIZABETH CASE 
	 JAMES P. GROSsO 
	
JANICE CROSTON LODGE 
LEE A. GILES, JR. 	 DENISE M. SNOW 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
JOHN A. BAUTSCH 
"Analysis of Change Within a Normative, Bureau-
cratic Organization: A Case Study of the Catholic 
Arc hi ocese of Seattle" 
MARIANNE ELISABETH BERGSTROM 
"A Cross-National Study of Attitudes of Educational 
Leaders Toward Children's Rights and Corporal 
Punishment" 
M. LYNN BLACKWELL 
"Dimensions of Intuition in Higher Education" 
MARGARET DIANA BROWN-HERELD 
"The Development of a Handbook to Assist Operat-
ing Managers in Worker's Compensation Claimant 
Management" 
TOMMY LEE CARTER 
"Application of Organisation Development Theory 
and Practice to Improve Citizenship Education" 
HARRY Loyr CARTHUM 
"A Comparison of the Effects of Various Preschool 
Experiences on Achievement of Kindergarten 
Students" 
ALENE LOUCILLE COGUZER 
"Profiles of Procrastination and Self-Concept in Col-
lege Students and implications for Counseling 
Practice" 
LAUREN WARSHALL COHEN 
"The Development of a Resource Guide for Instruc-
tors of Developmental Students at Seattle Central 
Community College" 
RONALD Roy CROMWELL 
"Look To The Poets,' What Educators Can Learn If 
They See the Dance" 
LANDON ARTHUR FITCH 
"Perceptual Congruence Between the Principal and 
Staff and Its Relationship to School Effectiveness" 
DOUGLAS HARRISON GILL 
"An Analysis of the Collaboration of Vocational and 
Special Education at the Secondary Level: The Pierce 
County Cooperative" 
JOYCE WILLIAMS HAWKINS 
"ND. Showalter: Washington State's Noble Leader" 
CAROLYN JANET HENDERSON 
"Factors That Influence Teacher-initiated Non' 
Mandated Parent Involvement in Special Education" 
WILLIAM EDWARD HERSHEY 
"Leadership: The Creation and Development of Stra-
tegic Cultures" 
EMILY WURSTER HITCHENS 
"Stages of Faith and Values Development and Their 
implications for Dealing With Spiritual Care in the 
Student Nurse-Patient Relationship" 
JOHNNY JACKSON 
"Black Religion,' A Living Gestalt" 
DAVID MARVIN JOHNSON 
"Assessment of Role-Related Qualities in Mental Health 
Leadership" 
CHRISTINE HIFUMI BUTO KATAYAMA 
"An Analysis of the Challenges to the Selection and 
Use of Instructional Materials for the District 
Approved Curriculum in Washington State's School 
Districts Between 1965-1985" 
MARCIA CHERMAK LEWIS 
"Applications of Case Law in Selected Bioethical 
Issues Related to the Medical Office Setting" 
ANNALEE R. OAKFS 
"Cultural Influences on Contemporary Nursing in 
Japan: A Basis for Curriculum Revision" 
MILDRED W. OLLEE 
"The Status of Assessment and Course Placement 
Policies and Practices at Community Colleges in the 
State of Washington 1987-1988" 
DOUGLAS ARTHUR PERKINS 
"A Strategy Manual for the Development of an Evan-
gelical Christian Organization to Work With Teens 
in Canada Based on a Leadership Model of Trust and 
Service" 
GUY STARK SAFFOLD 
"Images of Organization: Organizational Culture and 
Identity" 
PAUL ALLEN SCHNEIDER 
"Ethics and Educational Leader: A Course" 
SANDRA LOU SCHWARTZ 
"A Descriptive Study of the Backgrounds and Career 
Paths of Male and Female Vocational Administrators 
in Secondary Schools in Washington State." 
CHARLIE WALKER, III 
"Comparative Analysis of the Attitudes Toward School 
of Students, Teachers and Administrators in the Seat' 
tie Public Schools" 
CATHERINE LOUISE WEII5 
"Personal Change: An Evaluation of the Pacific Insti-
tute's Investment in Excellence Program" 
MARTHA BEULAH YALLUP 
"A Treastise on a Philosophy of Education for Yakima 
Indian Children" 
Nineteen 
President c Award 	 PETER KENNrrH HAIJGE 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. A symbol of 
outstanding achievement, the President's Award is an engraved silver tray. 
The Reverend James B. McGoldrick, S.J. Fellowsh4 
JANE LAFARGUE, Ph.D. 
The President of the University has named Dr. Jane LaFargue, a faculty member of the School of Nursing since 1969, the 
Reverend James B. McGoldrick, S.J. Fellow for the 1988-89 academic year. This fellowship is given in recognition for her 
outstanding devotion to students, dedication to her profession and promotion of the Jesuit ethos of the University. 
Emeritus Recognition 
Seattle University in sincere and grateful acknowledgement of a lengthy and dedicated career of service to the University 
and its students, is pleased to confer the rank of Professor Emeritus on: 
BEN CASHMAN - POLITICAL SCIENCE 
CORNELIUS J. O'LEARY, S.J. - THEOLOGY AND RELIGIous STUDIES 
SR. CHRISTOPHER QUERIN, S.F. - POLITICAL SCIENCE 
GEORGE A. SANTISTEBAN - BIOLOGY 
EDWARD H. SPIERS - ENGLISH 
ANITA YOURGLICH - SOCIOLOGY 
Burlington Northern Foundation Faculty Achievement Award 
BONNIEJ. DENOON, Ph.D. 
WILLIAM TAYLOR, M.A 
Presented by the Burlington Northern Foundation to faculty members for significant and meritorius achievement in 
teaching during the current academic year. This year's recipients are Dr. Bonnie Denoon, Associate Professor of 
Education and Chair of the Teacher Education Program in the School of Education, and William Taylor, Associate 
Professor of English, and member of the faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences since 1961. 
Honors Program Graduates 
The Seattle University Humanities Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is an historically 
ordered, integrated study of the great thinkers of the western world designed to create and stimulate a broad appreciation 
and a critical awareness of human thought and achievement in the socio-cultural context. After completing the Honors 
Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major. 
The following students have completed the program: Theodore P. Byrne, Petros Ghermay, Miriam L. Gonzales-White, 
Jennifer A. Grathwol, Peter K. Hauge, Karen M. Holland, Joseph R. Krepel, Nannette V. Manalo, Laura N. Marinoni, 
Steven D. McCulloch, Melissa L. Miller, Elizabeth A. Oaksmith, Jean M. Sherry, Knstina L. Sigloh, Matthew J. Smith, 
Charlene M. Van Etten and Timothy C. Verharen. 
Commissions 
JUNE, 1988 	 Marisa K. Armstrong, Quartermaster Corps; Theodore P. Byrne, Educational Delay; Jason K. Connolly, 
Transportation Corps; Luther J. Daly, Chemical Corps; Lisa J. Espey, Army Nurse Corps; Cassandra M. Gabriel, Army 
Nurse Corps; Michael J. Herlevi, Quartermaster Corps; Robert Jonas, Educational Delay; Peter D. Jurisich, Armor; 
Mark A. Kersey, Adjutant General Corps; Howard Y. Lim, Quartermaster Corps; Nannette V. Manalo, Military 
Intelligence; Boyd A. Marler, Infantry; Danny L. Payne, Quartermaster Corps; Steven L. Phinney, Aviation; Emmeline S. 
Sanger, Medical Service Corps; Marcus W. Seitz, Signal Corps; Michael J. Swenson, Transportation Corps; and Lorraine 
Wollen, Adjutant General Corps. 
AUGUST, 1988 - Thomas H. Byrd, unassigned; Valerie D. McGrath, unassigned; and Christine M. Swenson, 
unassigned. 
Twenty 
Student Academic Awards 
John F. Kennedy Memorial Prize in Political Science Steven D. McCulloch 
Jeffery T. Osborn 
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award Paul M. Bukoskey 
Albers School of Business Distinguished Service Award Leslie Cooley 
David Daughters 
ASB Leadership Award Peck Har Woo 
Woodrow R. Clevinger Memorial Award John T. Lankeit 
AIph Kappa Psi Scholarship Key Award Chenelle Schaeffer 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Member Award Kimberly Richter 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Junior Award Russell Hagen 
Master of Business Administration Scholarship Award James H. Higman 
Hal Lemon Memorial Award Scott Fallis 
Randi Ildhuso 
Paul Volpe Outstanding Senior Award Patricia M. Kearny 
Small Business Administration Award Team 1 	 Jay W. Barker 
Foster H. Chase 
Lana L. Nicholson 




Brian C. Zartner 
Dorothy Blystad Award in Mathematics or Science at Secondary Level Jill Loranger 
Student Achievement Awards 
Sigma Theta Tau 
- Outstanding Nursing Senior Award Gayle M. Basaraba 
University President's Trophy Steven L. Phinney 
ROTC Commander's Sabre Award Danny L. Payne 
Fr. James B. McGoldrick, S.J., Award for Leadership Excellence Michael J. Swenson 
Superior Senior Cadet Steven L. Phinney 
Military Order of World Wars 
	 Gold Luther Daly 
- Silver David Burns 
- Bronze Patty Cantrell 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Regional Student Paper Competition 
	 First Place Shahnam Shaghaghi 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Regional Paper Competition 
- First Place Rocke Koreis 
American Chemical Society Symposium 
	 Best Research Award Terry Edwards 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
	 The Larry K. Wilson 
Regional Student Activities Award Michael E. Riley 
Student Honoraries 
ALPHA SIGMA NU, NATIONAL JESUIT HONORARY 
Kim Arnett, Melissa Arnzen, Steve Baldwin, Ryan Bell, Linda Bender, Terence Burns, Pree Carpenter, Cheryl Coop, 
Susie Dixon, Jennifer Galbraith, Nedra Gallagher, Ruby Gardner, Daniel Gartland, Jennifer Grathwol, Peter Hauge, 
Katherine Hoffman, Linda Johnson, Patty Kearny, Amy Kiesel, Kathleen Kuechenmeister, Enk Lausund, Bruce Lecky, 
Shelly Mabry, Christine Marinoni, Laura Marinoni, Steve McCulloch, Angus McDonell, Amir Memaran-Dadgar, Ryan 
Moore, Victor Mora, Russell Myjak, Dan Nadig, Jeff Osborn, Liana Panesko, Monica Philbin, Trissa Rauen, Mara 
Rempe, Morris Rones, Reema Shawa, Kristin Shindler, Rosemarie Tannich, Patricia Watson, Peck Har Woo and Mary-
Jane Keltner Wyeth. 
Twenty- One 
ALPHA PHI SIGMA, NATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE SOCIETY 
Laura A. Kearny, Robert J. Kennar, Donald B. Kiepser, Stefanie N. Osier and Lisa R. Shincke. 
BETA ALPHA PSI, NATIONAL ACCOUNTING HONORARY 
Eleanor Arreola, Kelly Barber, Camilla Barker, John Bray, Russ Bucklin, Jim Cairns, Suzanne Chouinard, Leslie Cooley, 
Shari Cotes, Steve Cummins, Dave Daughters, Steve Drew, Scott Fallis, John Fidelman, Susan Fidelman, Holly Gucker, 
Joseph Hagar, Russell Hagen, Sean Henderson, Jim Herrling, Brita Hofto, Rhonda Horn, Michelle Hurteau, Randi 
Udhuso, Stuart Ison, Manith (Richard) Iv, Melanie Jantzen, Akbar Kazim, John Kindall, Kenneth Knopp, Bruce Lecky, 
Becky Loofburrow, Anne Luntey, Alison Marsden, Sherri Martinez, Frances Meredith, Kim Morehead, Paul Mudrovich, 
Kim Mukhar, Jeanne Neal, Jeff Ogino, Derek Olson, Eric Orse, Kim Richter, Debbie Robinson, Michelle Rue, Glenn 
Schmaltz, John Shelley, Tom Stewart, Matt Stupfel, Jim Tarte, Kan Westmark, Sonyong Yim and Sandra Young. 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA, NATIONAL BUSINESS HONOR SOCIETY 
Nancy J. Buchanan, Theodore M. Byrne, Bruce B. Dibble, Ian K. Eisenberg, Alan F. Fukushima, Joshue A. Gotkin, Joy 
Guilland, Susan Van Lom Gutgesell, David Harlan, Patricia C. Hernandez, James H. Higman, Rhonda Dee Horn, Janet 
S. Hoyman, Stuart D. Ison, Jean Johnson, Patricia M. Kearny, Rebecca R. Knowles, John T. Lankeit, Bruce C. Lecky, 
Chou Tart Lee, Maureen Tressel Lewis, Mark I. Little, Anne Catherine Luntey, Nancy A. McDonald, Scott R. Mitchell, 
Michael E. Monk, Ryan A. Moore, Kimberly M. Mukhar, Lana Nicholson, Chenelle Schaeffer, Anne Maile Siddons, 
Patricia W. Thayer, Peck Har Woo, John K. Woon and Brian C. Zartner. 
PSI CHI, NATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY HONOR SOCIETY 
Sarah J. Aigner, Jeanne M. Anderson, Lawrence R. Brown, P.J. Condit, Cheryl L. Coop, Lorraine A. Cox, Margaret F. 
Cunningham, Jerry J. Evergreen, Ruby L. Gardner, Charlene M. George, Jill C. Golden, Katherine H. Hall, Carol A. 
Kranz, Shelley E. Mabry, Deena McClain, Kathleen C. McClaskey, Catherine F. Meadows, Barbara E. Moe, Kathryn 
M. Parker, Karen L. Polsgrove, Morris M. Rones, Marcia A. Schmitt, Terry A. Shield, Carold 0. Shunway, Kathy A. 
Ungemach, Todd M. Webb and Mary E. Williams. 
SIGMA THETA TAU, NATIONAL NURSING HONORARY 
Gayle M. Basaraba, Lisa J. Espey, Chen L. Frye, Cynthia A. Hammer, Cindy M. Henson, Laurel E. Hrabetin, Sandra G. 
Johnson, Ronnie J. Katz, Karen S. Kelly, Carol J. Sams, Donna M. Scully, Tiffany C. Tactay, Karen E. Train, Wendy 
M. Weir and Gail N. Whitesell. 
TAU BETA P1, NATIONAL ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY 
Margaret Achey, Ibrahim Al Tarouti, Mohammed Abdul Ghalim, Hokling Au, Steve Baldwin, Christopher Barker, 
Linda Bender, Jon Chandler, Jong Chih Chien, Brian Clapp, Wendy Cooke, Arnold Deguzman, Jeff Dragovich, F. 
Alexander Hart, Keith Hayes, Mitch Hayes, Andy Flogenson, Steve Johnson, Sarah Jokela, Christopher Kang, Markus 
R. Koro, Bryan Kraetsch, Hyo Chan Lee, Phillip Leedy, Deborah Limb, Michele Litiza, Kah Siew Loke, Richard 
Mahoney, Brian Marley, Amir Memarandadgar, Jot C. McDonald, Travis McGrath, Russell C. Myjak, Sarayuth Nget, 
John Nierenberg, Michael Norton, Robert Olson, Samok Ouch, Liana Panesko, Shawn Phillips, David Pietromonaco, 
Hui Qiu Huang, Kenneth Rabold, David Richmond, Paul Robinson, Jerome Roos, Jeffrey Sanders, Hendra Schartanto, 
Larry Sherwin, Steven Simonsen, Robert Simpson, Tammie Skoglund, Mark Soto, Stephen Stegner, Thomas Thatcher, 
Doug Thompson, De Man Tran, Michalis Tsalidis and Sean Vaughan. 
Twenty- Two 
Scholarsh4?s 
Seattle University has many corporate and memorial donors who are very generous to the University. We have listed 
only those scholarship recipients, who are graduating seniors. 
CORPORATE! MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
ALUMNI MERIT: Steven Baldwin, Christopher Barker, Patricia Kearny, Alice Keyser 
BOEING CORPORATION: Michele Letizia, Robert Simpson, Victor Mora 
ALMA & GILL CENTIOLI: Catherine Freitag 
CHAPIN: Rhonda Freed 
BEN B. CFIENEY: Mary Bunger 
CHEVRON MERIT: Steven Baldwin 
CONTINENTAL MILLS: Shalon Phillips 
LOUELLA COOK: Sheila O'Brien 
COTHRIN: Michael Eskridge, Anh Le 
HEARST MERIT FUND: Patricia Hernandez 
JOURNALISM: Judy Lewis 
KENNEDY: Christopher Barker, Linda Bender, Gloria Diaz, Jennifer Gaibraith, Mark Hahn, John Lenth, Dawn 
Perry, Kristina Sigloh, Annmarie Smith, Matthew Smith 
DR. HARRY KINERK: Jerome Roos 
ROSEMARY McCONE: Steven McCulloch, Angus McDonnell 
JAMES B. McGOLDRICK, S.J., SCHOLARSHIP: Paul Safstrom 
McLELLAN NURSING SCHOLARS HIP: Kathryn VanValkenburgh 
MICHELS FAMILY: Paul Baker, Mary Nickman 
NAEF SCHOLARS: Steven Baldwin, Terence Burns, Ruby Gardner, Jennifer Grathwol, Peter Hauge, Patricia 
Kearny, Alice Keyser, Laura Marinoni, Jean Sherry 
NELSON SCHOLARS: Elizabeth Allen, Lawrence Brown, Therese Chapman, Lorraine Cox, Aaron Crosette, Wendy 
Dedrick, Cherl Frye, Monica Gehrts, Janice Gully, Robyn Ho, Lori Krayer, Melissa Miller, Daniel Nadig, Karen 
Polsgrove, Winifred Redman, Morris Rones, Carol Sams, Terry Shield, Carole Shumay, Tiffany Tactay, Wendy Weir, 
Loma Welty, Mary Wyeth 
RAINIER BANCORPORATION: Linda Kelly, Gretchen Kurth, Nainesh Patel, Carol Skodinski, Cynthia Vaculin 
SAFECO INSURANCE: Cynthia Wiley 
ALBERT SCHAEFER: Anthony Smith 
WRIGHT SCHUCHART: Steve Baldwin 
TILLIE & ALFRED SHEMANSKI: Linda Johnson, Lisa Kalbfleisch 
PAUL B. SHORETT: Thomas Thatcher 
WARD SCHOLAR: Kimberly Morehead 
HONORS PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS 
Kimberley K. Anable, Molly K. Atkinson, Gregory A. Beckman, Jr., Stefnia Bennett, Andrew G. Bjelland, Jr., Darren 
J. Compher, John E. Drabinski, Annie M. Eichen, David D. Erickson, Mark R. Gessinger, Laura B. Hanson, Robert 
A. Hobson, John T. King, Matthew R. King, Katy M. Koenen, Joseph F. LaPorte, Shawna M. Mirghanbari, Marcus 
C. Nash, William F. Ocampo, Matthew A. Peters, Nina M. Piquette, Timothy D. Poundstone, Mary T. Ressa, Michael 
A. Sherlock, Tracie A. Sloper, Clarke W. Tibbits, Angela M. Tice, Jennifer K. White and Stephanie M. Zimsen 
ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS 
Marisa K. Armstrong, Theodore P. Byrne, Jason K. Connolly, Luther J. Daly, Lisa J. Espey, Nannette V. Manalo, 
Steven L. Phinney, Emmeline S. Sanger, Christine M. Swenson and Michael J. Swenson. 
The appearance of names in this program should not be construed as official 
recognition that all degree requirements are completed. 
Twenty- Three 
University Governance 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
ROBERT D. O'BRIEN, CHAIR RHOADY LEE, JR. 
GENEVIEVE ALBERS PAUL L. LOCATELLI, S.J. 
JOHN K. BLUME THOMAS H. O'LEARY 
EMMETF H. CARROLL, S.J. LAMMERT B. OTrEN, S.J. 
WILLIAM J. CLANCY DONALD PHELPS 
JOHN D. DURBIN JAMES C. Picorr 
JOHN W. ELLIS ROSANNE ROYER 
PATRICK FAHEY WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS 
ROBERT L. SHEERAN 
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
JOSPEH A. TETLOW, S.J. 
DANIEL C. WEBER, S.J. 
T. A. WILSON 
FRANCIS P. WooD, S.J. 
ANN WYCKOFF 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
JOHN MCMILLAN, CHAIR VINCENT A. GERVAIS 
JOSEPH K. ABEL LEO J. HINDERY, JR. 
THOMAS BANNAN (EMERITUS) JOHN D. HOUGH 
JOHN A. BEYER, SR. WALTER T. HUBBARD 
PETER BIGELOW JAMES T. HUGHES 
WILLIAM E. BOEING, JR. D. JOHN JOLLY 
EUGENE BRENNER RHOADY LEE, SR. 
CLIFF BURGLIN DOROTHY LYNCH 
DENNIS M. COLLERAN MARY MALARKEY 
DOROTHY CORDOVA GORDON A. MCHENRY, JR. 
JOSEPH R. CURTIS MICHAEL MCHUGH 
RAI.PH M. DAVIS JOHN A. MOGA 
MICHAEL E. DENNEHY WILLIAM G.MORAN, SR. 
BRIAN DUCEY DANIEL W. MURPHY 
JAMES D. DWYER PAUL T. NOLAN 
ANN FARRELL STEVE NORMAN 
VIRGIL FASSIO ROBERT D. O'BRIEN 
CARLOS FLOHR (EMERITUS) THOMAS O'CONNELL 
JOSEPH M. GAFFNEY 
CHARLES E. RILEY 
THOMAS W. ROACH 
CELESTE F. ROGGE 
MILLIE RUSSELL 
VALERIE RYAN 
MARY ANN SAUVAGE 
MICHAEL J. SCHRECK 
S. JOSEF SELAK 
BOYD SHARP 
LOIS SPELLMAN 
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, S.J. 
JOHN R. WALSH, JR. 
ROBERT WEBER 
WILLIAM WEISFIELD 
FREDERIC S. WEISS 
JAMES WILLIAMS 
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L. JOHN TOPEL, S.J., Ph.D, 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
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Vice President for University Relations 
DENtS S, RANSMEIER, M.B.A. 
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APRIL FALKIN, Ph.D. 
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Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
KATHLEEN E. KORTHUIS, Ph.D. 
Dean, School of Nursing 
EDWARD J. JENNERICH, Ph.D. 
Dean, Graduate School 
THOMAS MCCARTHY, M.B.A. 
Director, Institute of Public Service 
LEO P. STANFORD, Ph.D. 
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HARRIET B. STEPHENSON, Ph.D. 	 BERNARD M. STECKLER, Ph.D. 
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